Chromosomes for molecular hybridization. Assignment of repetitive and single copy genes using a rapid filter-fixation method.
Specific recombinant DNA sequences (5S rRNA, B1, albumin) were assigned to flow sorted chromosomes of the Chinese hamster cell line CHV79. For this purpose, a rapid protocol was developed using filterbound chromosomal DNA and probing with various nucleic acids, that allows sequence identification in chromosomes. A flow histogram and a flow karyogram of the CHV79 cell line were established by flow analysis in order to calculate the amount of DNA per CHV79 cell and their chromosomes. Subsequently, metaphase chromosomes or chromosomal groups were fractionated by electronic sorting and a defined number of chromosomes was directly bound to nitrocellulose filters for sequence homology analysis by a dot blot hybridization procedure. This procedure not only allows the assigning of specific DNA sequences to particular chromosomes, it is also applicable to studies of changes in karyotypes, for example translocations of given sequences.